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WHO IS THAT HERO FOR HIRE? Rick Westley: When a letter bomb destroys hisoffice he figures it's a fluke--who'd
want to hurt him? He isn't exactly theaction/adventure hero type.

The Android continued in the role of antagonist, appearing in Tales of Suspense 72 Dec. The Android
reappeared as part of a supervillain team in The Avengers Feb. The Android was reclaimed and upgraded by
the Thinker in a humorous storyline in the series She-Hulk ; and made a brief appearance in Exiles vol.
Fictional character biography[ edit ] The villain Mad Thinker creates an artificial lifeform based on the
research notes of Fantastic Four leader Mister Fantastic. A synthesis of ape DNA and unstable molecules
incorporated into an almost indestructible body with a microcomputer and a solar-power source, the newly
christened Awesome Android is directed against the Fantastic Four, although the superhero team defeats both
the Android and the Thinker. After a brief battle, Rom successfully deactivates the Android. The group is
eventually defeated by the superhero team the Avengers with Namor the Sub-Mariner deactivating the
Android by ripping off its head while in the water, causing his torso to flood and sink. The Android is
neutralized by Captain Marvel. The Thinker upgrades the Android to absorb additional abilities, such as
musical talent and animal traits. The Android is legally emancipated from the Thinker, with a court
recognizing the being as a male with a new name, "Awesome Andy. The board, originally depicted as a chalk
board, was retconned into a digital display screen with a Wi-Fi connection to his CPU. Upon realizing she
does not actually reciprocate these feelings, the character deactivates his powers, and, after being rejected by
her, leaves the law firm. He was shot into space by the Zero Cannon. The character has limited artificial
intelligence and no capacity for self-motivated activity, and is totally dependent on its programming or on the
spoken commands of its programmer, and usually deactivates itself when not active. The Android has super
strength and durability, and can also mimic an ability one at a time after touching an opponent, such as the
strength and epidermis of the Thing or the frost coating of Iceman. The character can also emit close-range
blasts of gale-force wind from its mouth. The Android is given one weakness by the Thinker: This version is
named Andy Erwin and is introduced in the episode "Enter: Iron Monger" as a goth like his sister Rhona.
Andy does managed to convince Rhona to allow Tony to use a lifeline from the captives that Tony frees.
Displeased that Tony won the D. Andy manages to beat up Happy Hogan. Tony becomes Iron Man and ends
up fighting Andy. Iron Man manages to damage Andy much to the disappointment of Rhona. This version was
an experiment found in Dr. Helicarrier in brick form. Before the science fair begins, Awesome Android comes
to life and starts eating everything. Phil Coulson states that it is an artificial intelligence and that it eats
inorganic matter to increase its growth. Awesome Android then goes on to eat up much of the city. During the
fight, the S. Trainees discover that Awesome Android contracts to cold as it causes him to shrink. Awesome
Android is then reclaimed by S. When Awesome Android devours some bad chemicals as a way of disposing
it, he causes a fire where he ends up freeing Sandman who ends up dousing the flames and stopping Awesome
Android. Afterwards, Spider-Man helps Awesome Android clean up the mess from the resulting battle.
Miscellaneous[ edit ] Awesome Android appears in the comic book spin-off to The Avengers: He was seen
with Mad Thinker and Quasimodo where they were committing a criminal activity.
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Body Language has 10 ratings and 0 reviews. Who is That Hero for Hire?Rick Westley: When a letter bomb destroys his
office he figures it's a fluke who'd.

He was the son of Esther and James Lucas , a retired N. Lucas spent his youth causing trouble on the streets
with his friends Willis Stryker and Reva Connors. He eventually joined a gang called The Rivals along with
his best friend Stryker. He fought the rival gang the Diablos and committed various petty thefts, often on
behalf of deformed crimelord Sonny Caputo a. He dreamed of becoming a major New York racketeer until he
finally realized how his actions were hurting his family. He sought to better himself as an adult, finding
legitimate employment. He was badly attacked in a mob hit, but Lucas there to save him. After that Reva
ended their relationship and turned to Lucas for comfort. This created a rift between the two former friends
and Stryker believed Lucas was the cause of the break-up. He spent his time getting into brawls along with
various escape attempts. Because of this he was transferred to Seagate Prison one of the toughest facilities off
the coast of Georgia. On his first day he became target of racist and sadistic prison guard; Albert "Billy Bob"
Rackham. His brutality toward Lucas was the reason he was later demoted, which made him hate the inmate
even more. Noah Burstein came to the prison to carry out secret medical research and recruited Lucas as a
volunteer. He was secretly working on experimental cell regeneration based on a variant of the Super-Soldier
process. He had previously used to empower Warhawk. When he left equipment unattended, Rackham
tampered with the controls, hoping to kill Lucas. Lucas used his new-found powers to escape the prison and
make his way back to Harlem. A chance encounter with criminals inspired him to use his new powers for
profit. Now he had powers he decided to don a distinctive costume, and start a new career as a "Hero for
Hire". He would help anyone who could meet his price. He first met Claire after he was attacked by hitmen
hired by his old friend Stryker. At the clinic he met old friend Dr. Claire was kidnapped and Luke tracked her
to the perpetrators lair, where he was surprised to find that it is his old friend and betrayer Stryker. The two
former friends fought. During the fight Stryker fell through a skylight and was blown up by one of his own
trick switchblades, ruining any hope Luke had that Stryker could clear his name. Gideon Mace , an embittered
veteran who planned revenge on the US government. Mace enlisted disgruntled veterans, to paralyze
Manhattan for a day to distract the cops. However this was a decoy as he planned to attack and rob Wall
Street. Luke was next hired by Jasper Brunt to investigate the "Phantom of 45th Street". The two men fought
but they fell out the window to their deaths. Luke arrived to find two thugs beating on Jenks. He managed to
fight off the attackers but not before Jenks was stabbed. Luke tracked the ambulance back to a warehouse on
17th street. He noticed an ambulance pull out of the warehouse but once the driver spotted Luke he turned
around and quickly drove back inside. Suspicious, Luke went in after him, fully expecting an ambush. Luke
pretended to get knocked out and was dragged before Black Mariah herself. Luke sprung back into action and
beat up his captors. Mariah tried a different tactic and lunged at Luke, using her weight and enormous size to
her advantage. Reluctant to hit a woman, Luke braced himself against a wall and let Mariah run into it.
Thinking herself bested, Mariah tried to flee on a speedboat. Luke jumped from a gantry and landed on the
boat, capsizing it and leaving Mariah floating in the water. She was later arrested.
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Shiva has also trained the third Robin, Tim Drake. Over time, she has become more closely associated with
Batman and related characters, both as an enemy and an ally. She is a martial arts grandmaster, one of the
most skilled combatants in the entire DC Universe. She is an assassin-for-hire, who specializes in bare-handed
kills. Contents History Sandra Wu-San Shiva was born in a shanty town, in an unknown country, and raised to
be a warrior and protector of the village. Eventually, Shiva successfully fled the village with her sister. There,
they devoted their time to practicing the martial arts. Out of love for her sister, Sandra held back in her spars
with Carolyn. The assassin David Cain saw this restraint in Sandra one day when he visited Detroit to see the
siblings perform. In the heat of a losing battle, Sandra realized how Carolyn had held her back, and how much
undeveloped potential she had. Cain spared her life, and in exchange, Sandra agreed to bare Cain a child, and
leave it for him to raise. With Carolyn gone, Cassandra and Sandra were the only two humans known to share
this gift. Shiva set out with her martial arts and began training to perfect them. She went on adventures with
Richard Dragon and became addicted to the adrenaline rush that is gained from life or death situations. She
eventually became a mercenary for hire in order to finance her activities. She became so skilled that people
will pay high prices for her services. Shiva in her prime Shiva continued to work as a mercenary for money,
challenge, and perfection of her skills. Though she has kept close ties with the League, she sometimes works
against their interests, as seen during Batman: Eager to finally face Batman uninterrupted, Shiva knocked
Robin unconscious and challenged the Dark Knight. Initially underestimating Shiva and thinking that she was
just showing off, Batman soon found that her skills were such that she could kill him, and began to fight in
earnest. It took intervention from Robin to knock Shiva unconscious and subdue her for interrogation. When
Batman dosed her with sodium pentothal, Shiva claimed to have no children, confirming that Jason was not
her son. Batman left her in the desert reasoning that she would soon free herself from her bonds. Shiva
eventually traveled to Manchuria to visit with her godfather the O-Sensei , former instructor of Richard
Dragon and Bronze Tiger. After living over years, he had finally decided to die. The O-Sensei had Shiva select
three warriors to aid him in the search for her remains: Compelled to test his skill, Shiva immediately fought
the vigilante only to be stopped by the O-Sensei. They did, however, convince Batman to aid them. In their
search for Green Arrow, Shiva encountered slave traders, killing all except one who successfully cut her,
whom she rewarded with a kiss on the forehead. After locating Green Arrow, she met Black Canary for the
first time, and sparred with the hero. Although Canary did not know it at the time, the two had both studied
under Sensei Otomo, though nonconcurrently. Getting involved with Gotham In further pursuit of her art,
Shiva tracked the defeats of martial arts masters, in order to discover new techniques. In this way, she
developed an interest in the defeat of Koroshi, master of the art of empty-handed fighting. Gaining no
information from Koroshi himself, she began to search for King Snake, the man rumored to have defeated
him. Shiva saw potential in Drake, and took him on as a student. As a bonus, she offered to train him in one
weapon, and he chose the bo staff. Shiva derisively mentioned that it was not a lethal weapon, and Drake
explained that was the reason he had chosen it. At the end of his training, he defeated Shiva in a sparring
match with the bo, and she gifted him with a collapsible bo staff. Eventually, they discovered that the Ghost
Dragons were creating a virulent plague. Robin, Shiva, and ally Clyde Rawlins attempted to stop them from
releasing it, but the Dragons escaped with a few canisters. After tracking them to Hong Kong, they eventually
defeated King Snake , though Rawlins died in the attempt and Shiva mostly witnessed the proceedings. While
King Snake hung precariously on the ledge of a building, Shiva ordered Robin to kill him to signify his
"graduation" and become her "weapon. Shiva then threw the King Snake off the ledge herself, though he
survived the fall. Though she deemed him unworthy of her efforts, she devised a training regimen, out of
respect for what he had been before his injuries. As part of this training, Shiva killed Gotham native, the
Armless Master, a sensei notable for training Catwoman , while wearing a tengu mask, making sure that his
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death was both witnessed and relayed to his best students. Shiva then made Batman wear the mask while
performing training missions. Batman simply feigned using the maneuver on an assailant to trick her into
believing he used lethal force. Shiva later discovered the truth, but did not seek vengeance. The trail had led
Batman to Calcutta, India. Since their knowledge of the city was limited, Oracle contacted Shiva, who agreed
to help Batman. Granted superspeed by a drug Dava gave him, and unused to its effects, Robin unwittingly
used lethal force, killing Shiva in battle. He quickly administered CPR, both reviving Shiva and dosing her
with the drug. Thus enhanced, she killed attacking soldiers while Robin and Dava made their escape,
vanishing immediately after. As repayment for saving her life, Robin asked her to spare Connor. She relented,
warning Robin that this use of her favor meant she would challenge and kill him when he was older. Over the
years, Shiva amassed groups of followers who worship her as an incarnation of Shiva, the Hindu incarnation
of death. She pays them little attention, occasionally using them as lackeys or killing them when it suits her
whims. Some of her followers have even created temples to honor her victories, one of which was Gotham,
which she later destroyed. Seeing promise in Cassandra, Batman and former Batgirl, Barbara Gordon, gave
Cassandra their blessings to take up the mantle of Batgirl. Without telling her of their relationship, Shiva
challenged Batgirl to a battle to the death. Wanting to fight Batgirl at her peak, Shiva refrained from killing
her, and promised to retrain her on the condition that they have a rematch in one year. The secret to being
undefeatable, Shiva explained, was to not fear death, even to seek it. Realizing that Batgirl had not given her
all, Shiva revived her. Batgirl admitted to harboring a death wish ever since Cain first forced her to kill. Her
ability to perfectly read the agony of her victim had deeply traumatized her. Having overcame her death wish,
Batgirl fought again, shattering the sword Shiva wielded. In the midst of battle, Batgirl accused Shiva of
having a death wish herself, really only traveling and fighting in search of her own death. Batgirl defeated
Shiva by breaking her jaw, but refused to kill her. Cheshire ties up, gags and locks Shiva in the trunk of a car
wired with explosives, so as to use the similarly Asian charred corpse in a plan to fake her death and flee the
country after murdering a senator. Fortunately, Shiva is saved when Catwoman discovers her. After Cheshire
confesses to murdering their sensei, Black Canary kicks her out of a helicopter to prevent Shiva from killing
her in a vengeful rage. Shiva subsequently offers to share her knowledge with Black Canary, who takes her
offer under consideration. In battle, Cassandra sacrificed her life to save former League member Tigress from
an attack by her own unsuccessful experimental predecessor, Mad Dog. Shiva decided to resurrect Cassandra
in a Lazarus Pit to reveal the truth of her heritage, and fight her once more. On reviving her, Shiva admitted
that the reason she agreed to give birth was that she hoped her child would be the one to kill her. Shiva, still
alive, begged Cassandra not to heal her in the pit. Powers and Abilities Martial Arts: Lady Shiva is a deadly
assassin and one of the prominent martial artists on the planet. She has combined many moves and elements
from numerous martial arts including a few forgotten ones to create a combat form that matches her own
strengths. It has been said that Shiva can heal as deftly as she can harm. Shiva is very literate in body
language. She can often predict what an opponent will do before they do it and better plan her attacks this
way. She can control her nervous system enabling her to deaden her body to physical pain, control her
emotions. She can even control her bleeding rate. In Other Media Shiva appears in Batman: Where she teams
and betrays all the heroes, and was later captured.
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But what message are you sending with your body language? And check back on Friday for Part 2! Be careful
of the culture. The following tips are applicable based on the norms of North American culture. But body
language in different countries can be as diverse as verbal language. For example, an appropriate distance
between in the United States might be too close in many Asian countries. Worse, many common American
gestures are downright offensive in other places. A handshake lasts just a few moments, but since it happens in
the beginning of any interaction it creates a lasting first impression. Keep your hands dry by avoiding cold
drinks and relaxing. Avoid shaking with both hands which can be an invasion of personal space. The perfect
handshake should grasp the whole hand firmly but lightly, shake once and release. Keep eye contact and
smile. And never wipe your hands on your pants afterwards â€” it seems like you think the other person is
unclean. Smiling is crucial to maintaining a lasting business relationship. Not only do people like you more
when you smile, you become more memorable as well. But not just any smile will do. So whenever you smile,
think of a happy memory beforehand so you seem sincere. Then, smile strategically when in conversation.
Look at the other person for a second and then smile slowly. Finally, consider finding reasons to smile in tense
situations to help reduce stress in both yourself and others. So spend a few minutes before a big meeting
sitting it standing with your arms and legs spread out wide like a star, or your legs spread wide and your arms
on your hips like Superman. While these poses are best done in private, you should watch your posture with
others too. The more space you take up, the more powerful you seem. So stand up straight â€” slouching is a
sign of disrespect. Adopt a wide stance, with your feet firmly on the ground. For best results on projecting
solidity and confidence, stand up straight with your feet about 7 inches apart and one slightly in front of the
other. Move any physical barriers to keep an open line of communication. This includes moving both objects
and yourself, like uncrossing your arms. Talking head-on can come across as confrontational â€” which is why
you should always stand at an angle in an argument to help diffuse the tension. But not too much. Eye contact
is one of the toughest body language techniques to master. There are several tricks you can use to help you do
that. When you need to come up with an answer, look slowly off to the side since looking down seems
submissive. But if you still feel bored or uncomfortable after several tries, you might be staring for too long. In
business, how you sound is just as important as what you say. A high-pitched squeak makes you seem unsure
and more nervous. So take a deep breath, lower your pitch and slow down. What did you think of this article?
Let us know in the comments, on Facebook or Tweet us SuperheroYou!
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Body language is the management of time, space, appearance, posture, gesture, touch, expression, eye contact, and
vocal prosody. As such, nonverbal communication is a key part of your effectiveness as a manager.

No products in the cart. Choosing a professional speaker can be a daunting task. You need to hire the right
speaker, with the right message, the spot-on skills and techniques and who is able to fit the message or training
to your needs. Event planners, this list will help you be the hero of your event. Get the list here. Learn more
about our next VIP event here. With Allan Pease as your speaker, not only will your event be a huge hit, but
your audience will listen, laugh and learn like never before. Your attendees will be entertained, motivated and
take home inspirational messages that will last. Importantly, your bottom line will improve Allan has
addressed over audiences in 72 countries, and his programs are used by businesses and governments to teach
powerful relationship skills. The Answer â€” How to discover what you want in life then make it happen Hot
Button Selling Allan Pease will make your next event one to remember. With massive global experience,
Allan Pease speaks to audiences from all backgrounds, ages, experience levels, and cultures. It was another
extremely successful conference and it was fantastic to have Allan along to present to our members. He did a
wonderful job and all of our members really enjoyed his content and delivery. It was very humorous and
entertaining but alsorelevant for our members who were all attending as a husband and wife team. Allan was
an absolute highlight with the group and that is evident from the feedback we received from the delegates.
Many people commented that they could have listened to another session and wished that we could have
booked him for a half day presentation rather than just the 1. He is an absolute icon in the industry and we are
so happy we were able to secure him for our conference. Would highly recommend him as a keynote speaker
to anyone. He had the highest rating of any presenter including our CEO His presentation was right on the
button and please pass on our thanks. Your presentation was exceptional and has gone a long way to
expanding and providing greater exposure and awareness of Geelong Young Professionals. Feedback received
from attendees on the morning has been nothing but positive. It was a pleasure to work with you and your
team. We look forward to following your adventures in the future, wish you all the best and would love to
have you return to the Geelong Young Professionals as an attendee or speaker in the future. Geelong Young
Professionals, T I think it is fair to say that everyone there felt privileged to share the time with Allan and
many are now following up by readinghis books. WA Country Builders, T Thanks for your help in booking
Allan, he was a great success and certainly made an impression on our delegates! The Pampered Chef, T We
look for the same values in our business partners and you certainly exceeded our expectations. National
Australia Bank Ltd, T Everyone here was delighted with your presentation, hence the reason we invited you
back again and again - our delegates simply cannot get enough of you! Congratulations, without doubt any
company that books you for their event, will get fantastic value.
Chapter 6 : Professional Business Communication & Body Language Speakers | Seminar Speaker
Name: Brandon Hirtz Make Body Language Your Superpower 1. What technique is used to introduce the topic and
"grab" the audience's attention? The technique was done by asking a question about what makes a great speaker.

Chapter 7 : 8 Body Language Tips for Career Success - SuperheroYou
"We make sweeping judgments and inferences from body language, and those judgments can predict really meaningful
life outcomes, like who we hire or promote, who we ask out on a date.".

Chapter 8 : â€‹Amy Cuddy strikes a power pose - CBS News
Your choice of business communication speakers can make or break your meeting. For over 4 decades, Allan Pease
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(aka Mr Body Language) has been recognised as one of the world's most influential speakers on body language and
human communication.

Chapter 9 : Painter Jobs - Nitro, West Virginia | Hire A Hero
We've taught you the body language cues to help you get ahead in you career. Now that you've nailed those down, let's
focus on your love life. Now that you've nailed those down, let's focus on your love life.
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